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Hello everyone.
Greetings from Myself, and the other Trustees and officers of AHT.
Before we begin, I’d like to give an update as to the position of the Trust during this time
CANCELLATION OF ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING - 2020
The Council of the Airship Heritage Trust regrets to announce that in view of the current
Coronavirus crisis, we have decided to cancel this year’s Annual General Meeting, which
was due to take place at Cardington Village Hall on Saturday, 6th June. It may be possible to
rearrange the event later in the year - possibly in September - but this will depend on
circumstances at the time. A communication will be sent to all members in the future and
will be dependent on the U.K. Government health advice.
AHT OPERATIONS
As you know, the AHT is run by a dedicated team of volunteers. The current Coronavirus
situation should not impact the current operations of the Trust, and all board members are
following the UK Government advice with regards to social distancing and isolation when
needed.
DIRIGIBLE MAGAZINE
We will continue to aim to produce our in-house publication Dirigible, which is enjoyed by
our members. However, should there be any future difficulties in producing the magazine,
then we will let our members know. Should you wish to submit any articles to our Editor,
then please contact Dr Giles Camplin
AHT WEBSITE
We will continue to update the website with new research and materials. During this time
we aim to make more articles and research information available. For more information or
if you would like to submit any photos, research materials, information or messages to be
shared to others, please contact our webmaster Alastair Lawson.
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I hope to give you some additional items to while away the hours whilst in ‘lockdown’.
Let’s start with the photo above. What happened next? It looks like an accident about to
happen – but you never know with LTA bodies, since there is no way to tell unless it is a
moving picture. What do you think – was it imminent disaster?
This newsletter will go by Royal Mail to those who do not have the internet, so I shall
include internet links, hoping these members have a ‘friend who can assist’.
PLEASE CONTACT ME IF YOU HAVE NOT DONE SO YET – ALL DETAILS AT THE END. RA.
As some of you know, my particular interest is the R-100. Here is a part of my research.
A couple of days ago I was sorting our re-cycling, and came across the centre tube from a
toilet roll. It was helically wound, the same direction as the R-100 duralumin tubes, and I
wondered if it was this that gave Barnes Wallis the idea for his design of the tubes for the R100? (I also checked the cardboard wall thickness as 0.022”, so thinner than the tubes used
in R-100. I also found a kitchen roll centre tube, where the helical wound the other way,
and the wall thickness was 0.032”, or 21 S.W.G., the thinnest used on R-100.) To save you
Googling, here is what I found. It seems I have been hanging it incorrectly all these years!
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But I digress:
Back to the Duralumin: This was produced by a Vickers Ltd company, under licence from
Germany. Wallis used either 10” wide or 12” wide rolls, the former making a 3.5” dia. tube,
the latter a 4” dia. tube. The rolls were sent to Howden by rail, and came in a variety of
thicknesses for lightest use as the design demanded – there were 7 different thicknesses,
ranging from 0.032” (0.813mm) to
0.056”(1.42mm)
(You will notice the stern of the R-100
is blunted, due to the collapse of the
pointed structure during 1930 speed
trials, and rebuilt at Cardington.
Incidentally, the Hindenburg had a
similar stern when built 3 years later,
RA)
R-100 photo at St. Hubert
Montreal, Canada.
The transverse section
shows the 16 lettered triple
girders in R-100, and the
position of the access
passage for the forward
engine car entry ladders.
Along the keel to join to this at the centre, ran the access passage from the crew floor of the
passenger section.
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After heat treatment in a salt bath to allow the duralumin to be worked, there was only 3
hours available before the duralumin started to age harden.
The tubes were helically wound, and riveted every half inch, inserted from the INSIDE, so
that the closure could be inspected. This machine was built by the Churchill Tool Co, to
Wallis’ design. See below:
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This is the patent drawing no GB 254782, granted to Airship Guarantee Co Ltd., a Vickers
subsidiary, and Barnes Neville Wallis, a subject of the King of Great Britain etc………………
accepted 6th July 1926, - and a very polished (un-representative) piece of tubing displayed
at the Yorks. Air Museum.

So how did Wallis’ tube machine work?
First the heat treated roll of duralumin was joggled along one edge, so that the helical
overlap would nest into it.
Then the roll was placed on the machine as you see it above. There were grips which
moved the sheet duralumin forward a half inch at a time. Each time it stopped, the two
drills you see on the pillars at the right hand end, drilled the holes for the rivets. To achieve
the helical wind, the sheet of duralumin was introduced to the mandrel, in the centre of the
photo, at 45 degrees. This mandrel determined the tube size, 3.5”or 4”dia, to be made.
As the sheet was turned around the mandrel, the overlapping holes were aligned, and a
rivet was pushed up from a slot in the mandrel into the double thickness hole. Since the
tube was rotating, the internal head of the rivet then moved over an anvil, and the
pneumatic riveter closed the rivet with the head supported on the anvil. (It sounds fine, but
it took a while for the riveter to be made to work every time. RA) On a cine film of it, the
operator has a hand riveter to close those not done correctly.
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So the length of the tube made, was determined by the length of the duralumin roll. Wallis
says on the film, that they did make a tube 75ft long.
In May 1929 at his lecture to the Royal Society of Arts in London, Barnes Wallis said of his
structure for the R-100: “There are only 42 dissimilar components on the entire 709 ft
structure; apart from the thicknesses of metal, every girder is made from only 7 of them.
Thus we could order stampings in lots of half millions, and make even one airship a massproduction job. (It still took 4 years – twice as long as the Graf Zeppelin LZ 127.RA)

Despite initial anxiety in attaining the necessary accuracy we got the main girders,
each 43 ft. long, within limits of plus or minus 0.01 inch”. (He did NOT mention that each
girder required 6600 rivets to hold it together! From the above, you can see why Barnes
Wallis had to be in complete control of his design RA)
Each tube was cut to length, then bent to shape if necessary. The smaller fittings were
riveted to the tube by women workers, and it was then put with two others into the jig
seen above. The longer cross braces were then riveted to the smaller fittings, already
installed. At the same time, turned steel fittings were riveted into the tube ends, to make
connection with the joining ‘spider’. All these girder fittings used a RIGHT handed thread.
(The R-100 was a constant curve from frame 3 to frame 12, and with 16 girders to each cell,
so Wallis was able to make 144 girders to the same pattern. More of his design genius! RA)
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The joining
‘spider’ for
all the 3
tubed
girders, was
another
genius
touch.
Here is a
Wallis
drawing.
Photo from
Sunderland museum.

All the threads on the ‘spider’ were LEFT handed, so
that when the union nut was turned on the girder tube and spider threads, both parts came
together – or apart.
(The union nut
was an inch
wide, and had
the two
threads cut
inside it. There
were holes all
around it to
take a pegged
‘C’ spanner.)

Each numbered transverse section was built on the floor of the shed, and when compete
with wires to the centre fitting, was hoisted up to the shed roof, and hung on rails, similar
to curtain rails. They could then be moved along, until the next 16 x 3 tubed girders could
be fitted to make a cell, to take a gas bag. (see page 4 photo)
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The R-100 was built to completion hanging from the shed roof. The first time it was
released, was with all the gasbags in place and gassed, ready to discover the net lift – which
was not as much as was hoped.
(Members, please do ask me questions if all is not understood. RA)
Links.
Go to YouTube and type in ‘R-100 airship’.
There are many for both R-100 and R101.
For those who want to see W.W. I airships, and the Graf Zeppelin, try these, and others
shown in YouTube listings:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lJojLgmmkiI WW 1 Coastal airship launching.
http://walney-island.com/airship_sheds.htm Walney Island and Vickers airship shed details and photos.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VG_wnJeH0fk Graf Zeppelin returns to New York after world trip.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gdPrUBkMgdE&t=43s R 101 flying from Cardington.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pvRTC5ISYgQ Airlander.

Jottings:
Do you want to find airship books to read?
Go online to LULU.com, where you will find a variety of books. Just put ‘airship books’ into
the search box at the top, and many will be shown. A huge variety there, and well
translated from German.
A LULU book well worth reading is ‘Line Squall’. The biography of Maurice Giblett, who
pioneered meteorology for the airship and aircraft world. Sadly amongst those who died in
the R 101 disaster. Our Vice President Derek Millis helped Maurice Giblett’s late daughter
Enid Holmes, to bring this to publication.
LULU books are ‘printed on demand’, and very well produced. I have bought 8 of them.
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Victory in Europe day, May 8th
We cannot congregate to celebrate this, but do remember the LTA groups, particularly the
Barrage Balloon Companies, who served to guard our cities, even bringing down a few V.1.
Doodlebugs.
Do please look in depth at our website. https://www.airshipsonline.com
Alastair Lawson, our Vice Chairman, spends many hours adding to this. I believe it is the
best airship site currently available. If you think you can add/assist/correct it, please let him
know email: webmaster@airshipsonline.com
Alastair is also looking to add a ‘Virtual Museum’, using photos of our airship related
artefacts which I photographed on a visit to the Fleet Air Arm Museum, where many of our
own items are in safe and conserved storage.
The Nevil Shute Foundation does the same. See: http://www.nevilshute.org/virtualmuseum2.php
The Foundation’s Chairman, John Anderson, has written ‘Airship on a Shoestring’, the story
of the R-100, available from Amazon books. A really good authoritative read, in my opinion.

Members’ meetings.
As you all know, I was hoping to arrange some luncheon meetings in a variety of areas over
the country, so that we could meet other members who live close by. Do please email me
to tell me where there would be a good place to meet in your area, easy access by
car/bus/train etc. My experience is that in another group, members will travel up to 40
miles, some of course getting lifts from others - when we are allowed, of course.
A few photos to complete this newsletter.
The R-100 Commemorative Cover and insert.

See the website to buy, and help AHT Funds.
www.airshipsonline.com Latest news-Limited edition.
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Above: Ancient & modern. A single horse power cart vs. 3900hp R-100 Airship at the
Cardington mast.
Stay safe and well, and if you have not already, do please let me know if you have/have not
an email address. More next month.
Sincerely, Roger: Address: AHT. C/o 1, Orchard Close, Radcliffe on Trent, Nottingham, NG12 2BN.
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